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this malware was responsible for the st. petersburg cyber attack in 2017. researchers from kaspersky
lab found that this malware was distributed with an infected word document that, once opened,

executed a remote payload, performing a rat (remote administration tool) activity. stacked shares and
remote execution are the most common features of advanced threat actors using ransomware

campaigns. poison ivy is a malicious cryptocurrency mining trojan that was first seen in february 2018.
it is a sophisticated rat that was developed to compromise the device and steal its cryptocurrency

mining energy. the trojan disguises itself as a network security tool and offers an anonymous payment
system. the weiler pup has a lot of features, including the ability to copy files, search for files, monitor

system activity, steal information from the system, log keystrokes, and control the mouse. the different
modules of the pup, such as the cui, mu, and gui, are responsible for a different function within weiler.

sudo nmap -a -o -p 443 -sv --script=auto-all-services.nse --script-args="permissive" --script-
args="python/shell/reverse_https -e xvk:b5269913 -e xvk:60604df -e xvk:60604b0 -e xvk:0 -e

xvk:2c81dde0 -e xvk:638e7c12 -e xvk:6f4e94c5 -e xvk:c545846f -e xvk:206e2cc0 -e xvk:9d660632 -e
xvk:9d4e3794 -e xvk:9d0f54d2 -e xvk:35058c27 -e xvk:7178af0b -e xvk:70daf7b0 -e xvk:4e7f3c33 -e
xvk:4f1dfce4 -e xvk:daad649a -e xvk:10c0a34e -e xvk:7d786d1f -e xvk:79657f4a -e xvk:e5e147f0 -e
xvk:e5cb99b5 -e xvk:f8648a8c -e xvk:e40f00c6 -e xvk:9c40c33a -e xvk:9bc5afc8 -e xvk:9c3ea4a9 -e
xvk:9b2b1d0d -e xvk:9b1d0f57 -e xvk:9b1d1c1e -e xvk:cc4b4ed2 -e xvk:50b87985 -e xvk:15db5f9e"

-oa -st -ps44527:44527
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